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In order to maintain citta samādhi, we should not have things that are 
closely connected to hate. 
If I concentrate cognizance (Cittaṃ samādahati ) upon getting rid of them 
then I would be preventing myself  from lying, harsh speech, slander and 
frivolous talks. When this takes place, I would reach Vīmaṃsā samādhi
(concentration due to Investigation )
Why? Noble eightfold path is active.
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Mind factory

• When feeding inputs we cling to the output 
(product)

• We think at that time the product (to be 
constructed) is a good one

• We do not think that ‘what  produced is suffering’

• Every feeling is of this nature and we give a value to 
one feeling than the other
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A Gaatha (stanza) 

1) Not restraint of sense faculties allows our desire to see forms from the eye

2) We need an eye for this – who says this?  The taint of existence

3) It is better this way – who says this?  It is the conceit

4) Therefore, I do this – who is this? Volitional formations

5) When we construct, we cling – who is this? It is the craving

6) I am not going to give up – who is this? It is the ignorance

7) We suffer in this way- what is the name of this person? I-making and my-making.

a) If you recall the third Noble Truth “Noble truth of cessation of suffering” then  “it is 

better this way” – the third line of Gaatha should be declining. Since the third Noble 

Truth says “It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving” is the cessation of 

suffering.

b) If there is conceit then the conceit gives the value of permanency to the “perception of 

self”. It is like the idea “it is good to be like this or we can do this”. For example, a 

carpenter may think “I will make a good table”.
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